
2020 
High School Stick 

Selection Guide
Selecting a new stick is a decision driven by personal preferences. It’s much more than graphics and posi-
tion, it really comes down to your personal playing style. Think about what skills you perform on a regular 
basis- do you need more power? Higher carbon content contributes to high power in hits, but can also 
make receiving more challenging. If control is more your focus, you will want something with a little less 
carbon. Players need to find the right balance of power and feel to best suit their game. If you are typically 
a season field hockey player we usually suggest an advanced stick which range from about 30-60% car-
bon. If you also play club field hockey year round, you may want to consider an elite stick which are usually 
around 70%-100% carbon. In the next few pages, we’ve highlighted some of our new 2020 lines that we 
will be launching this summer. Don’t see exactly what you are looking for? Our full 2020 ranges will be 
posted online and in our catalog in early summer. New sticks will be available for purchase at that time 
and will begin shipping mid July. Can’t wait to get your hands on a stick now? Check out our 2019 sale and 
clearance sticks available on our website now!
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Similarly, you will also need to find the best shape that suits your playing style. All sticks have a bow to 
them, and the location of the highest point of that bow along the stick can have different advantages and 
disadvantages in the game. When first learning the game, most players will start with a regular bow, which 
has the highest point placed in the midsection or center of the shaft equally assisting every skill in the 
game. The most common shape in the modern game of field hockey is 
the late bow, which has the highest point closer to the toe of the stick. 
This shape offers extra assistance with lifting the ball, aerials, and 
dynamic ball movement, without sacrificing your hitting technique. An 
extreme late bow has the highest point as close to the toe as possible, 
maximizing 3D skills and dynamic ball control. This extreme shape may 
take some time getting used to when driving.

Still have some questions? We know all the details can be pretty 
confusing. You can always reach out to one of our Longstreth Experts 
for help with selecting the perfect stick for you! We’re always here and 
happy to help- this is what we do! #weAREfieldhockey #ChooseTheBest
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Embracing the past, shaping the future. 
Sticks built on creativity, innovation, performance and reliability. 

TK Total 2.1 Innovate

TK Total 2.2 Illuminate

Composition: 100% Carbon
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $299.95

Composition: 80% Carbon
Shape: Extreme Late Bow w/ Groove
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $239.95

This stick features a very versatile, late bow shape. Great for 
the all around player, it assists skills such as lifting but doesn’t 
take any adjustment on your drive. At 100% carbon, this stick 
will give you plenty over power where you need it most. 

This stick is perfect for the player looking for dynamic con-
trol. At 80% carbon it is a little softer but with more than 
enough power to get the job done. The highlight of this stick’s 
extreme late bow is the groove located in the shaft of the stick. 
This offers increased ball control, assistance with aerial pass 
skills, dynamic ball movement, and drag flicking.

TK Total 2.3 Accelerate

Composition: 70% Carbon
Shape: Extreme Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $199.95

This stick is performance oriented to balance power and dy-
namic control. The extreme late bow maximizes dynamic ball 
movement and aerial pass skills. 

TK Total 2.4 Innovate

Composition: 50% Carbon
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $174.95

This stick is perfect for the player stepping up from their mid-
dle school stick. Plenty of power as you make the transition in 
the game, with a classic late bow profile 

TK Total 2.5 Innovate

Composition: 30% Carbon
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $129.95

This stick is perfect for the player who is newer to the game. 
It offers enough power for the high school game with a soft 
touch that allows you to develop your skills and control. 

Casey Umstead #5
USA Field Hockey 
Defense
#TeamTK
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We make sticks differently. For us, it’s an art. It’s a sixth sense based on years of experience 
and knowledge of how to best achieve the desired result of power, and get a great crisp feel 
to allow that instant response from the players hands for exceptional ball control. 

GRYPHON Diablo T-Bone

Carbon Quotient: 75
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 535 grams
Retail: $184.95

This stick is designed for the player looking for consistency as 
they develop their advanced skills. The slightly longer toe of-
fers an easy pick up on your reverse, and the more rectangular 
shaft just above the toe is more forgiving on your backhands. 

GRYPHON Elan Pro

Carbon Quotient: 70
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 535 grams
Retail: $149.95

Great for the player looking for a high school performance 
stick without the fuss of specialized shapes. A solid choice for 
the versatile player looking for an uncomplicated balance.

GRYPHON Atomic Pro

Carbon Quotient: 60
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 535 grams
Retail: $109.95

This stick is a great option for controlled power with a forgiv-
ing feel and superior touch on the ball. 

GRYPHON Solo Pro

Carbon Quotient: 50
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 535 grams
Retail: $89.95

Perfect for the player stepping up into the high school game. 
Enough power without too much bounce. A smooth feel with 
a classic late bow profile. 

Ally Hammel #21
USA Field Hockey 
Defense
#GRYPHONPack

Mary Beth Barham #18
USA Field Hockey 
Midfield
#GRYPHONPack
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We at Ritual believe in creating our own path. Our ritual is about thoughtful, 
purpseful design. Every product is designed from the ground up to perform a 
specific function and reflects extensive research and development. 

Ritual Velocity 75

Composition: 75% Carbon
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $224.95

Perfect stick for advanced skills with a smooth feel. The Veloc-
ity shape was designed and developed by Ritual’s elite athletes. 
Combines the latest developments, features, and shape to 
make the perfect stick for dynamic players seeing a state-of-
the-art edge to their game at an affordable price. 

Ritual Specialist 75

Composition: 75% Carbon
Shape: Extreme Late Bow w/ Groove
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $224.95

Curved profile combined with extreme late bow aid in great 
ball control and aerial skills. The lower shaft has a molded 
scoop to locate the ball and guide it through the flicking 
action. The head design features an ultra thin taper to give 
greater control and accuracy of 3D skills. 

Ritual Velocity 55

Composition: 55% Carbon
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $164.95

Excellent performance for the all around player. The elite-de-
signed Velocity stick shape is now available for the high 
school ahletes looking for the perfect combination of power 
and touch for their game. 

Ritual Finesse 55

Composition: 55% Carbon
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $164.95

Optimum performance with a slightly thinner handle offers a 
great balance of power and feel, this stick is all about balance. 
A triumph in comfort, feel, and performance.

Ritual Ultra 55+

Composition: 55% Carbon
Shape: Extreme Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $164.95

Designed for 3D skills, this stick offers control and accura-
cy of dynamic skills. The new + toe shape offers additional 
surface area and effortless pick up on your reverse without 
comprising any of your traditional skills. 

Amanda Magadan #12
USA Field Hockey 
Midfield
#WhatsYourRitual?

Anna Dessoye #17
USA Field Hockey 
Midfield
#WhatsYourRitual?
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Ambition for the future, high end performance, and a young 
uncomplicated style. 

OSAKA Vision 85 Show Bow

Composition: 85% Carbon
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $274.95

The Osaka Show Bow is our next innovation in ground- 
breaking stick shapes. We combined the profile of our         
fantastic Pro Bow shape with the latest bow design of the    
legendary low bow. This creates a cutting edge stick shape  
ideal for  lightning fast dribbling without compromising on 
drag flicking accuracy or power. 

OSAKA Pro Tour 70 Pro Bow

Composition: 70% Carbon
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $234.95

The Osaka Pro Bow is the best dribbling shape. A next gener-
ation shape with a slim and dynamic profile, ideal for modern 
technical play styles. This stick provides plenty of power for a 
high impact game while having a smooth touch. 

OSAKA Vision 55 Show Bow

Composition: 55% Carbon
Shape: Late Bow
Targeted Weight: 530 grams
Retail: $189.95

The same shape features as the Pro Tour 100 Pro Bow with 
a little less carbon, giving it a softer touch but still providing 
plenty of power for a high impact game. 

WHAT SIZE STICK?
No exact science exists for choos-
ing the correct length of stick. 
Players have different preferences 
based on their level of play and 
what feels best to them. We sug-
gest selecting a length based on 
your height. Hold the stick at your 
side, the top should be roughly 
1-2 inches below your waist. 

Height  Stick Length
5’0”-5’4”  35.5”
5’5”-5’8”  36.5”
5’9” +  37.5”


